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space applications is also addressed. 

Nomenclature 
Ai,j  = transition probability, level j to i  
ACE  = atomic collisions with electrons code 
CATS        =   Cowan atomic structure code, 10/16 configurations base 
CbA  = Coulomb approximation code 
C-R  = collisional – radiative model 
CTMC  = classical-trajectory Monte-Carlo method 
DW  = distorted wave approximation 
EIRENE  = particle transport code 
EUV  = extreme ultraviolet spectral region  
FOMBT  = first order many body theory 
GL     = ground level compound, composed by one sole level for Ne I, two for Ne II,  five for Ne III  
jK/LS  = jK/LS coupling schemes 
l  = orbital quantum number, s = 0, p = 1, d = 2, f = 3, … 
LANL   = Los Alamos National Laboratory                                 
LTE  = local thermodynamic equilibrium 
MCHF  = multi-configuration Hartree-Fock 
n  = principal quantum number, here n = 2, 3, 4 
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ne               =   electronic density 
Ne/C-R      =   multi-stage collisional – radiative model for Neon plasmas 
NeI,II/C-R =   collisional – radiative model containing only lines of Ne I and Ne II and their continua 
Ne/Gl         =   Global kinetic model of Ne plasma to choose (simplified EIRENE, Stookes, commercial …)  
Ne I, II,..  = successive spectra of the neon homo-nuclear sequence  
NIST  = National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg (USA) 
Q-C           =   quasi-classical 
Q-C formula=  proposed by H.-W. Drawin, for excitation cross sections as adapted for the rare gases 
SST            =  superstructure code 
Te               =  electronic temperature 
WBEPM   =  weakest bounded electron potential model 
λ  = wavelength 
σE

e  = electron collision excitation cross section  

I. Introduction 
TUDY of rare gas plasmas is taking more and more importance in space propulsion, reentrance and other 
astrophysical applications. For these applications, the atomic properties of the plasma constituents are of 

paramount importance. Because in most applications the plasma is not in Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE), 
a global account of the involved collision and radiation processes is conveniently made by using a Collisional-
Radiative (C-R) model1. Such a model, besides providing information on the constituents, on the ionization stage of 
the plasma and on the most important processes encountered, allows for non-intrusive emission spectroscopy 
plasma diagnostics, giving mainly an evaluation of the local electronic temperature Te and density ne, and for 
improvement of the overall application modeling, thus contributing to the monitoring and the optimization of the 
studied device. 

S

We have previously developed C-R models for Ar and Xe plasmas, which were validated and used in various 
cases2. In order to cope with current applications, we enlarge here our modeling and diagnostics studies by 
elaborating a simplified C-R model of lowly ionized Ne plasmas, mainly with electric propulsion technology with 
non conventional propellants in mind. 

Development of C-R models is based on knowledge of large amounts of numerical data. The aspect of the 
obtained Ne I and Ne II theoretical spectra is mainly determined by the set of the transition probabilities (Aij) and of 
the excitation by electron collisions cross sections (σΕ

e) used in the description of the corresponding species of the 
model. Therefore, in this paper we focus on results of our recent evaluations of Aij for Ne I and II species and of σΕ

e 
concerning the main levels they contain. In order to validate our C-R model, we proceeded to a detailed comparison 
of the theoretical spectra generated by our model with the experimental Ne spectra obtained for various electronic 
temperatures. These experimental spectra, were obtained using a Ne-filled hollow Fe-cathode lamp. Comparison 
with the experimental results is necessary both for studying optical diagnostics and modeling of low energy Ne 
plasmas in general and specifically, for validation of the atomic data and of the theoretical approaches used 
throughout. 

II. General Characteristics of the Models 
An insight on a substantial part of the atomic properties of the plasma species is given by the Grotrian diagram 

of each species. These diagrams are helping to better understand the experimental emission spectra. Consequently, 
we present in Figs. 1 and 2 the Grotrian diagrams for the two species Ne I and Ne II considered here. Besides the 
lower levels from the two species Ne I and II shown in these figures, the present model takes also account of the Ne 
III species, only through a sole Ground Level (GL) constituting the Ne II continuum. Consequently, the present 
model should be only helpful for relatively low temperature plasma applications. In view of the quite high (~ 21.56 
eV) ionization limit of the Ne atom and of the first Ne+ ion (~ 40.96 eV), the upper limit of validity for this model, 
also evaluated by an approximate coronal model which was formulated separately, could not exceed 5 eV. For 
higher energy applications, at least the whole spectrum of Ne III and its continuum should be taken into account. 
Looking for the general features of the atomic structure of the two considered species Ne I and Ne II as illustrated in 
the two Grotrian diagrams of Figs. 1 and 2, we observe that the difference between the two ionization energies of Ne 
I is very narrow and that the three lower ionization energies of Ne II are very similar, each of the two others being 
substantially higher. The overall atomic structure of the Ne species is evidently similar to the one of the heavier rare 
gases, due to the common presence of two s and six p electrons on the outer n = 2 shell. Here, two sole s electrons
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Figure 1. Grotrian diagram of Ne I. Figure 2. Grotrian diagram of Ne II. 

constitute the inner shell: As is the case for Ar, there is no inner shell with d electrons. This fact, in conjunction with 
the low atomic number, justifies the previously mentioned high ionization limits. 

III. Evaluation of the Atomic Data 
A considerable number of structure, transition probability and cross section data for the Ne atom and its first ion 

exist in the literature, both experimental and theoretical. Also, the NIST database available online3 was consulted for 
energy levels and some evaluated data. In view of the optical diagnostics and of the Ne plasma modeling, the 
available data were insufficient and we have been obliged to evaluate in addition a large amount of atomic data, 
which we have subsequently used in building the C-R model. More specifically, for the present evaluation of 
structure, transition probability and excitation cross section data for the Ne atom and the Ne+ ion we have been 
extensively using various methods and computer codes. The principal of them are summarized in the following, 
together with discussion of typical results coming from the litterature, and compared with our evaluated data.  
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A. Evaluations of Transition Probability Values 
Our transition probability evaluations concern the lower excited levels of Ne I and Ne II exceeding the 

configurations taken into account in the simplified scheme described in Chap. V. The typical results of evaluated 
transition probability data presented, concern transition probabilities of the most common Ne II 3s – 3p multiplet. 
These values are schematically given in the Figs. 3 to 5 (see details in figure captions). The figures show a graphical 
comparison of our Coulomb Approximation (CbA) results (see part B) with experiments and calculations for the 
transition probabilities available from various sources (NIST for the aforementioned data base, CATS16 for 
calculations with the CATS code using a base of 16 configurations, a multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) 
calculation4 and five experiments,5-9). Moreover, experimental data obtained with a high-current hollow cathode 
discharge5, are also compared with our CbA results in Fig. 3. Experimental results were previously obtained by 
Koopman6 with an electrically driven shock tube. Also, a water-cooled neon-ion-laser discharge was used by 
Hodges et al.7 as spectroscopic source in a Ne II experiment. The results obtained in these two experiments, are 
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e 3. Comparison of experimental and theoretical results with our Aij data for Ne II 3s-3p transitions.
 part: the ratios (on a logarithmic scale) of the NIST values3 (colored according to the core), of the
ment of Bridges et al.5 (squares and stars surrounded), and of the calculations of Froese Fischer and
enko4 (circles surrounded) divided by the Aij values from our CbA calculations. Lower part: similar for the
16 calculations.
 
e 4. Comparison of experimental results with our Aij data for 3s-3p Ne II transitions. As in Fig. 3 but
 experiments of Koopman6 and of Hodges et al.7, in the upper and lower part correspondingly. 
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ure 5. Comparison of experimental results with our Aij data for Ne II 3s-3p transitions. As in Fig. 3

t for the experiments of Burshtein et al.8 , and of Griesmann et al.9, in the upper and lower part
respondingly. 
d in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, we compare our CbA results with those of Burshtein et al.8 and Griesman et al.9 who 
lectron plasma source and a high-current hollow cathode respectively. 

 3 to 5 illustrate a consistently good agreement with published calculations and experiments for the 
s of the Ne II 3s-3p multiplet. In addition, special mention has to be made to the “Weakest Bounded 

 Potential Model (WBEPM)” calculations reported some years ago10. Partial results reported in this 
 for Ne II 3s-3p transitions are particularly near to our CbA results (within 1.5%). This is also the case 
%) for the seven Aij values in the cores 3P2 and 3P1 of the Ne II 3p-3d multiplet given in the same reference.  

 Code 
code CbA11, based in the Coulomb Approximation12, was developed previously by one of us (K. K.) for 
g transition probabilities of rare gases atoms and ions in jK and LS coupling. This code is based on 
ntal energy levels, which in this case were taken from the NIST database. It gave satisfactory results for 
the Ne I and Ne II transition probabilities and it was widely used to evaluate the necessary transition 

ity sets.  

SUPERSTRUCTURE Code 
code was developed by Eissner and his collaborators13. We have used its version installed in Meudon 

tory for transition probability calculations, mainly in the case of resonant lines. These are complicated to 
 in the CbA approximation, due to the fact that the GL and the exceted levels belong to two different cores. 

uations of Electron Collision Excitation Cross Sections 
ations of σΕ

e concern here only the lower excited levels of Ne I and Ne II. A typical result of our excitation 
tion evaluations for the 2p(1S0) - 3s(1P1) J-allowed transition of Ne I is given in Fig. 6 as an example. This 
r simple case, as the ground configuration 1s22s22p6(1S0) of Ne I is here composed of one sole level and the 
 excited levels belong to the 3s configuration, which is split into four levels (two with J=1, one J=0 and one 
ing to two J-allowed and two J-forbidden 2p-3s transitions.  
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Figure 6. Comparison of experimental and theoretical excitation cross sections with our Q-C results and
ACE calculations for the 2p(1S0)-3s(3P2) J-allowed transition, see text.  

Fig. 6 shows Quasi-Classical (Q-C) and DW14 and FOMBT14 calculations results obtained using ACE15 with a 
base of ten configurations, compared with calculations16-19 and experiments20-23 as reported in numerous 
publications. This figure illustrates a relatively good agreement of our results with experiment for the case of the 
transition 2p(1S0) - 3s(1P1). Excitation cross sections from the GL to 3s, 3p configurations levels have been 
evaluated recently; evaluations are continuing for more configurations24. 

E. The CATS and ACE Codes 
The set of σE

e calculation codes14 developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is available on line. It 
is to mention that the package CATS containing an ab initio code that calculates atomic structure and transition 
probabilities25 is also available by LANL and was used for the Aij evaluations as described in part A. Codes for σE

e 
calculations are coming together under the ACE package and give results for various cases to be selected by the 
user. In D. was given an example of this code results. They are evaluated following the distorted wave (DW) and the 
first order many body theory (FOMBT) approximations. Results for Ne obtained by these codes have been 
previously presented elsewhere26.   

F. Quasi-classical Codes of the CTMC Type 
Classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) codes based on the few body problem, developed by one of us (K. 

K.)27 give among other atomic data ionization and excitation cross sections for electron and for heavy particle 
collisions. These cross sections were used for the present study, in justifying and extending empirical formulas 
introduced previously on the basis of approximate solutions of the three body problem28. 
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IV. Experimental Study of a Low Temperature Ne Plasma 
A low temperature Ne plasma has been studied experimentally, in order to validate the used theoretical codes. 

The plasma was created by the same hollow cathode lamp facility, which was previously used to study the spectra of 
a lowly ionized Ar plasma29. The lamp is connected to a power supply through an R=56 kOhm ballast resistor and 
operated at a relatively low current (4 and 14 mA) to avoid extensive cathode sputtering. The emitted light, collected 
by a fiber, is fed to an Andor Shamrock 303i Czerny-Turner spectrograph through an input slit width of 10 µ. The 
fluorescence is dispersed by a low resolution 150 lines/mm grating blazed at 500 nm and by higher resolution 



holographic gratings of 1800 and of 2400 lines/mm. The latter lead to resolutions better than 0.1 nm. Dispersed light 
is detected by a CCD camera (Andor Newton EMCCD), Peltier-effect-cooled down to -65 oC. The background stray 
light is subtracted, while care is taken to avoid saturation of the camera. In so doing, the exposure time for each 
measurement was limited to 0.5 seconds and the final spectrum is obtained by averaging over 60 measurements. 
There is a possibility for correction of the wavelength dependent grating efficiency. An overview of one of the 
obtained spectra is shown in the Fig. 7 as an example. In this figure, the munch more intense lines 3s-3p have been 
saturated, in order to be able to observe the fainter lines of the spectrum. The main multiplets appearing in the 
spectrum are market by v..Note that numerous Fe I lines (not shown) have also been observed in the region around 
400 nm. 
 

Figure 7. Global view of the spectrum recorded in a Fe-hollow cathode feed with Neon, Ne I lines
identified. 

V. A Simplified Ne Plasma Model 
Studies of low temperature Ne plasmas are very common (e.g. in controlled fusion, in lasers, EUV spectrometry, 

astrophysics30,31), therefore C-R modeling of these plasmas was already undertaken for various applications32. In 
order to keep the computational difficulties of a global model in a easily manageable level, we are developing here a 
simplified C-R model based in averaged states to be used as an atomic skeleton for global models valid in relatively 
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low energies. A basic advantage of this C-R 
model is that it can be used with any distribution 
functions, e.g. those coming directly from the 
global models thus avoiding obligatory use of 
Maxwellian. A diagram for such a model 
(NeI,II/C-R) is given in Fig. 8, where arrows show 
only allowed transitions. Note that the numerous 
collisional excitation and ionization processes 
between the presented states are not shown in the 
figure. Averaged states of metastable and 
transitory character are noted by m and t 
correspondingly (in red). The averaged energies of 
the proposed states are given in a scale of cm-1. 
The total statistical weight corresponding to each 
averaged state is given in parenthesis (in green). 
This simplified diagram includes only the most 
important configurations of the Ne I and Ne II 
species. Each of the Ne I and Ne II continua is put 
in a sole effective ground state, instead of the two 
and five real ones. It is easy to observe that the 
averaged excited states selected for the Ne I and 
Ne II spectra are not the same: In the Ne I case 
there is one 4s averaged level taken into account, 
being lower than the 3d averaged level. This is not 
the case for the Ne II, where the 4s levels located 
in general higher than the 3d ones (see the fine 
structure detail shown in Fig. 2) were neglected.  

We have for Ne I and Ne II a rather different 
situation than in the Ar case: Here, the 3d 
averaged levels are located higher than the 4s and 3p averaged levels respectively. Accordingly, the 3d levels were 
not split in a metastable and transitory part in the Ne II case. It is to be noted that higher excited levels and the whole 
Ne III spectrum, which become more important in higher temperatures, are neglected for the moment in this 
simplified model. Thusly, we are left with only 11 averaged levels (the GL of Ne I being composed of only one 
level) instead of the numerous levels shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which are mostly included in Ne/C-R. 

 
Figure 8. Simplified Grotrian diagram of Ne I, II. 

VI. Conclusion 
Comparison of similar results for various rare gases data is interesting scientifically and enlightening for the data 

validation. Evaluations underway will eventually allow to establish an extended atomic database for the Ne I, Ne II 
species, which is necessary for constituting a detailed C-R model for diagnostics of low temperature Ne plasmas and 
for modeling them through a reduced Ne/Gl model as described.  
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